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“A PERFORMER’S GUIDE TO WORKS FOR TRUMPET AND SYNTHESIZER BY 
MEG BOWLES” 
 
The trumpet and electronics genre of music has been in existence since 1965. While 
various dissertations have discussed other composers and their works in this field, there is 
still a need for a treatise exploring appropriate performance practice for the 
electroacoustic trumpet music of Meg Bowles. There has been no study of the 
compositional process nor trumpet techniques required for performance of these works 
and other electronic compositions.  
 
This dissertation will study the compositions for trumpet and electronics by Bowles, 
develop strategies for performing these works, and explore compositional techniques 
used to create them. Interviews have been conducted between the author and composer 
(Meg Bowles), as well as the author and collaborating performer (David Bilger). In 
addition, existing interviews with the composer are included from journals and websites. 
 
This document is presented in two parts: Part I, “Introduction to Music for Trumpet and 
Electronics,” “Biography of Meg Bowles,” “Compositional Techniques,” “Night Sun 
Journey,” “Places Where Rivers Meet,” “Shapeshifter,” and “Twilight Embrace.” The 
second part of this dissertation contains materials which are pertinent to the Doctor of 
Musical Arts Degree and includes recital programs, program notes, and vita. 
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1 
CHAPTER ONE 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC FOR TRUMPET AND ELECTRONICS 
 
 
 Music for trumpet and electronics is a relatively new genre when compared to the 
amount of literature preceding it. During the Baroque Era, the trumpet was accepted into 
art music due to the performers’ ability to play softly and play the impure partials of the 
harmonic series in tune.1 Composers including Torelli, Biber, Hertel, Molter, Telemann, 
Vivaldi, and J.S. Bach began to write concertos for the natural (valveless) trumpet which 
highlighted the origins of the solo trumpet literature. Due to the construction of natural 
trumpets, the repertoire was generally limited to the notes in the harmonic series. 
 In the late 18th century, Anton Weidinger changed the direction of trumpet 
playing by inventing the keyed trumpet. This instrument would allow the trumpet to 
sound every note in the chromatic scale throughout its full range. Joseph Haydn and 
Johann Nepomuk Hummel each wrote a trumpet concerto for keyed trumpet which paved 
the way for future composers. Further development of the trumpet (and brass 
instruments) was advanced in the 19th century with the invention of the valve. The two 
types of valves used on modern instruments are the piston valve, patented by Périnet in 
1838, and the rotary valve, patented by Riedl and Kail in 1835. 2 The piston valve was 
                                                
1 Edward Tarr, The Trumpet, 3rd ed. (Chandler, AZ: Hickman Music Editions, 
2008), 60. 
2 Ibid., 103. 
2 
developed fully in France and the rotary valve was developed primarily in Germany and 
Austria.3  
 The modern B-flat trumpet was first used in military bands around 1830. By the 
end of the century it was incorporated into orchestral literature. Early composers who 
incorporated this instrument in their orchestral scores were Mahler, Rimsky-Korsakov, 
Strauss, and Tchaikovsky.4 The B-flat trumpet is the most common type of trumpet used 
today due to it gaining popularity during the American big band era in the mid-1900s. 
This instrument was popularized by jazz and classical performers including Harry James, 
Maynard Ferguson, Clark Terry, Maurice André, Rafael Méndez, Timofei Dokshizer, and 
many more.5 The B-flat trumpet is the most preferred type of trumpet used by jazz, 
commercial, and studio musicians in America and is the most commonly used orchestral 
trumpet in the United Kingdom.6  
 A close relative to the B-flat trumpet is the C trumpet. Popularized in France 
during the early 20th century, composers such as Enesco, Tomasi, Jolivet, and Chaynes 
wrote for C trumpet due to its brighter tone and precise articulations.7 During this period, 
American orchestras, such as the Boston Symphony Orchestra, adopted C trumpets as 
their primary instruments in the trumpet section which is still the case today.  
By the mid-20th century, a vast amount of music which includes the trumpet had 
been composed for the orchestral, chamber, band, jazz, and solo repertoire. The year 
                                                
3 David Hickman, Trumpet Pedagogy: A Compendium of Modern Teaching 
Techniques, ed. Amanda Pepping (Chandler, AZ: Hickman Music Editions, 2006), 303. 
4 Ibid., 307. 
5 Ibid., 308. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid., 316. 
3 
1965 was a landmark for trumpet literature because Chaconne by Henk Badings was the 
first piece composed for solo trumpet with electronic accompaniment. Since then, 
popularity has risen for music with electronic accompaniment. There are varieties of 
methods used to incorporate electronic accompaniment into a solo work. Michael Barth 
divides these into four distinct sections: solo trumpet and fixed media, trumpet and live 
electronics, trumpet and tape loop or delay, and trumpet accompanied by multi-track tape 
recordings of pre-recorded trumpet performances.8 The genre of music known as trumpet 
and electronics includes these four categories. Unfortunately, little has been published on 
this genre in journal articles, books, treatises, dissertations, and other forms of 
documents. This paper explores the music of Meg Bowles, an American composer who 
published four works for trumpet and synthesizer (fixed media), and serves as a 
performer’s guide to her works. 
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8 Michael Edwin Barth, “Music for Solo Trumpet and Electronics: A Repertoire 
Study” (DMA diss., University of Toronto, 2011), 6.  
4 
CHAPTER TWO 
 
 
 
BIOGRAPHY OF MEG BOWLES 
 
 
 Ever since she was a child, music has been an integral aspect of Meg Bowles’s 
life. She stated, “music has felt like my primary language ever since I can remember.”9 
With both of her parents being classical music aficionados, Bowles was raised with the 
Mozart Effect. As a baby, her mother would stick her in front of loudspeakers playing 
Mozart while she was being fussy.10 Her father was a musicologist who taught her at an 
early age the sounds of different orchestral instruments while listening to recordings of 
symphony orchestras. She eventually began taking private flute lessons and started to 
perform with local youth orchestras around age eleven.11 Continuing with her passion, 
Bowles pursued a bachelor’s degree in flute performance at Northwestern University and 
eventually completed her undergraduate studies at Boston University in 1979. 
After completion of her bachelor’s degree, Bowles pursued a career in investment 
banking and earned an M.B.A. in finance from Columbia University in 1984. She 
explains her reasoning for this radical career change in an interview with Ambient 
Visions. 
The reality of what a classical musician – even a superb one – needed to 
do in order to make a living at it was pretty staggering back then, and even 
                                                
9 “A Quiet Light: AV Talks with Meg Bowles,” Ambient Visions. 
www.ambientvisions.com/megbowles.htm (accessed December 20, 2016). The website 
www.ambientvisions.com is referred to as “AV” or “Ambient Visions.” The name of the 
person who conducted the interview with Meg Bowles was not listed, but the interviewer 
appears as “AV” on the website.  
10 “AmbiEntrance, “Meg Bowles Interview,” David J Opdyke. www.spiderbytes 
.com/ambientrance/intbowles.htm (accessed December 20, 2016). 
11 “A Quiet Light: AV Talks with Meg Bowles.” 
5 
more so today. Not only was I having trouble juggling hours of daily 
practice with my other interests (like psychology, which I studied a good 
deal of as an undergrad), I was also struggling with the demand in the field 
for technical perfection, where if you missed even one note during an 
audition, you didn’t get the gig! So it gradually dawned upon me that a 
career as an orchestral flutist was not in the cards. Although I seriously 
considered going for a Masters [sic] degree in psychology at that point, I 
just wanted to get out into the real world for a bit and support myself 
financially. Waiting tables was not going to cut it. So I found my way into 
an entry-level trading position at a Boston bank, and worked my way up 
from there. The decision was purely a pragmatic one, a financial means to 
a creative end. I went where the jobs were, instead of where they weren’t! 
And as you know there is a strong relationship between musical aptitude 
and mathematical aptitude, which was certainly the case with me. There 
was a curious sort of peace and challenge in this new world of markets and 
interest rates and numbers which was oddly satisfying.12 
 
 Following her studies in finance and becoming a derivatives trader, Bowles left 
the investment banking field in 1992 to pursue studies in shamanism, Jungian psychology 
and psychoanalysis, and to create and produce electronic space music.13 According to 
Bowles, “my interests in the psyche and music have always been intertwined.”14 
Bowles’s interest in electronic music began when she was around eight years old and was 
introduced to the music of Otto Luening. Bowles would create haunted houses with her 
brother in their basement, invite their friends over, and play Luening’s music because it 
“entranced me and conjured up images of strange planets and all sorts of weird things.”15 
Her interest in the psyche also started at a young age. She states, “I was always a vivid 
dreamer, and also experienced music very visually, sometimes intensely enough so that I 
felt transported to other dimensions of reality, although always with a residual connection 
                                                
12 “A Quiet Light: AV Talks with Meg Bowles.” 
13 Meg Bowles, “Meg Bowles,” Meg Bowles. www.megbowlesmusic.com/bio 
(accessed December 12, 2016). 
14 “A Quiet Light: AV Talks with Meg Bowles.” 
15 “Meg Bowles Interview.” 
6 
with this one.”16 During her senior year of high school, she began reading about Jung’s 
work with dreams and Carlos Castaneda’s book A Separate Reality. Later, she came 
across Michael Harner’s work in “core” shamanic techniques and realized she was doing 
something similar with her music.17 Explaining her connection between shamanism and 
music, Bowles states:  
One watershed experience occurred when I heard Steve Roach’s 
Dreamtime Return during a break at a shamanic workshop I was attending. 
I got hooked! I mentioned the album to a musician friend of mine, who 
then introduced me to stuff that he had taped from episodes of Music from 
the Hearts of Space. New worlds opened up from that point on. So you 
see, my diverse interests really are connected, and there really has been a 
method to my madness.18 
 
Bowles’s variety of interests in music, shamanism, and psychology helped shape her to 
become the composer she is today. 
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16 “A Quiet Light: AV Talks with Meg Bowles.” 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
7 
CHAPTER THREE 
 
 
 
COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS 
 
 
 Bowles’s inspiration for composing electronic music was derived from numerous 
composers including Otto Luening, Brian Eno, Harold Budd, Steve Roach, Robert Rich, 
Tangerine Dream, and Jeff Pearce. Other composers who influenced her style include 
Terry Riley, Arvo Pärt, Aaron Copland, and Max Richter.19 “Even as a child I had a 
fascination with electronic music which came to the forefront in my life in the 1980s 
when I started listening to Steve Roach and also to the Hearts of Space radio show. That 
started me on the road to composing seriously.”20  
 Bowles’s first experience creating electronic music occurred when her husband 
bought a K1000 synthesizer for himself. Bowles began playing around with the 
synthesizer and learned to create different E-mu sounds.21 When composing her first 
work for trumpet and synth, Night Sun Journey, she used E-mu sound modules 
“including the Morpheus, Vintage Keys, and Proteus 1. Signal processing and reverb 
were done using the Lexicon PCM 80 and PCM 90.”22 According to Bowles, these 
devices were wonderful for creating spatial effects, however, the patches were pathetic at 
                                                
19 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, January 22, 2017. 
20 Michael Diamond, “The Shimmering Land by Meg Bowles,” https:// 
michaeldiamondmusic.com/2013/08/22/the-shimmering-land-by-meg-bowles/ (accessed 
January 28, 2017).  
21 E-mu Systems was founded in 1971 as a synthesizer maker. They created audio 
interfaces, MIDI interfaces, and manufactured MIDI keyboards. Such products included 
the Proteus 1 and Morpheus. 
22 Richard Price, “Night Sun Journey: An Interview with David Bilger & Meg 
Bowles.” International Trumpet Guild Journal 21 no. 3 (February 1997): 41. 
8 
replicating brass instrument timbres. This process “required enormous tweaking to sound 
even quasi-human.”23 
 In order to comprehend the compositional process of creating ambient space 
music, Bowles compares it to painting with texture. Working layer by layer, Bowles 
sometimes finds herself working on what becomes the end of a piece before finishing the 
beginning.24 In regard to form, melody, and harmony, Bowles states the following: 
With respect to form what I often find myself going for is the sense of an 
overall arch with a beginning, middle, and an end, like a story – or a life. 
There are no pre-planned ideas, no template, no overall structural sketch – 
just a blank slate. So for me, the process of writing begins from a very 
intuitive place, with recording and lots of overdubbing and then lots of 
pruning. The work – which I experience essentially as a nonlinear process 
where bits and pieces of creative material (musical gestures like fragments 
of melody, harmonic texture, or maybe an underlying ostinato for 
example) gradually become incarnated into the linear, time-bound form 
known as music – simply begins at a place and grows outward from 
there…. Sometimes I find myself working with what eventually becomes 
the end of a piece before the beginning. The work continues until it sounds 
and feels right – which is a palpable, physical feeling, or maybe even a 
resonance – kind of a “that’s it!” moment. The same goes for harmony, 
orchestration, and mixing.25 
 
Imagery plays an important role in her compositions. While the final product strives to 
project auditory imagery to the listener, understanding the compositional process may 
provide the audience additional assistance in creating these visuals.  
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23 Price, 41. 
24 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, January 22, 2017. 
25 Ibid. 
9 
CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 
 
NIGHT SUN JOURNEY 
 
 
In 1996, Meg Bowles composed her first work for trumpet and synthesizer Night 
Sun Journey. This piece was commissioned by David Bilger, principal trumpet in the 
Philadelphia Orchestra, who premiered Night Sun Journey in June 1996 at the 
International Brassfest in Long Beach, California.26 This was the fifth work Bilger 
commissioned, but his first involving electronic and/or pre-recorded elements. Bowles 
released three CDs from 1993 through 1996 Inner Space, Solstice Dreams, and Blue 
Cosmos. After becoming familiar with these recordings, Bilger was inspired to 
commission a work by Bowles for his recital at the International Brassfest. Bilger stated, 
“She [Bowles] has a rare gift for orchestration, and I thought that her approach would be 
perfect to bridge the gap between synthesized and acoustic instruments.”27  
At 11:11 in duration, Night Sun Journey explores a variety of musical elements by 
utilizing an array of timbres in the solo part and accompaniment, a wide dynamic 
spectrum from fortissimo through niente, and the solo part includes a range from G3 
through C6 with a wider range in the accompaniment.28-29 The timbre changes in the solo 
part are exemplified by the frequent mute changes from “open” to “Harmon mute” with 
                                                
26 Price, 41. 
27 Ibid. 
28 11:11 should be read as 11 minutes 11 seconds. Throughout the document, time 
durations will be notated as x:y where x represents minutes and y represents seconds. 
29 The International Pitch Notation system will be incorporated throughout the 
document where C4 equals middle C. 
10 
varying stem lengths. In Night Sun Journey, Bowles specifies exactly how far the stem of 
the Harmon mute should be extended while performing (Figure 1). 
  
Figure 1: Night Sun Journey measures 78 and 136.30 
 
 
The Harmon mute is known for two distinct timbres which are created by 
inserting or extending/removing the stem. When the stem is completely removed, the 
sound can be described as “diffused,” and when completely inserted, one can describe the 
sound as “tinny” and “bright.” As Bowles varies the stem length throughout this piece, a 
combination of those timbres will be present, and depending on the exact length, one 
timbre will be more present than the other. The presence of these timbre changes is of the 
utmost importance to the composer because she experiences music in a visual context. 
Bowles stated, “I was always a vivid dreamer, and also experienced music very visually, 
sometimes intensely enough so that I felt transported to other dimensions of reality.”31 As 
a note to the performer, one should be mindful regarding intonation when inserting the 
Harmon mute. The pitch will be much sharper when compared to playing without a mute. 
Bowles gives the performer ample time to adjust the tuning slide to account for these 
changes. 
                                                
30 Meg Bowles, Night Sun Journey (New Fairfield, CT: Kumatone Records, 
1996), 3, 5. 
31 “A Quiet Light: AV Talks with Meg Bowles.” 
11 
 When preparing to perform Night Sun Journey, a performance disc is included 
with the sheet music. On the disc, both performance tracks and practice tracks are 
provided. The practice tracks are identical to the performance tracks with an added 
metronome, resembling a closed hi-hat, on each quarter note pulse. While the opening 
tempo in the first few measures is ambiguous, a half note ostinato in the synthesizer 
begins in measure 3. As the soloist enters at the end of measure 6, the 32nd notes do not 
need to be played strictly in time (Figure 2).  
  
Figure 2: Night Sun Journey measures 6-15.32 
 
Rather, approach them as pick-up notes into the following measure. On the CD From the 
Dark Earth, which includes Night Sun Journey performed by David Bilger, Bilger 
executes these notes somewhere between 16th and 32nd note durations. The emphasis he 
gives to the following downbeat directs the listener through his musical phrase. This style 
of phrasing toward beat one of each measure continues throughout the piece. While 
different from the rhythm previously mentioned, the 16th note quintuplet in measure 12 
leads to the downbeat in measure 13 (Figure 2).  
 A potential challenge one may face while performing this piece is staying in time. 
While a click track is provided for assistance, this is only a practice tool, and one must 
                                                
32 Bowles, Night Sun Journey, 1. 
12 
learn to perform the piece with only the performance track. Most of the piece is simple to 
follow along with if one listens to the bass line. Since the bass line is a pertinent attribute 
for the performer to hear, it is important to use speakers or a sound system with a 
prominent bass or ability to control the low EQ. The opening half note ostinato sets the 
tempo and the ostinato continues while the soloist enters. Other places such as measures 
37 through 39 are more ambiguous, however, the “plucked synth” enters in the following 
measure which sets a steady pulse prior to the soloist entering in measure 41 (Figure 3).  
  
Figure 3: Night Sun Journey measures 37-40.33 
 
 
The ending of Night Sun Journey will require practice and careful listening to the 
synthesizer in order to enter in time. Measure 135 contains no written notation, states 
“slower,” and is followed by a ritardando at the end of the measure. The soloist enters on 
beat 2 of the following measure. One must become familiar with the accompaniment in 
order to predict the placement of the downbeat of measure 136. The “freely” marked in 
measure 136 is an expressive text and does not refer to any tempo variation or rhythmic 
change. From measures 135 through 144, a ritardando followed by “a tempo” occur in 
alternating measures. Working closely with the click track will help guide the performer 
to feel the exact pulse during the tempo changes. In regard to performing with a recorded 
accompaniment, David Bilger stated, “There were many rubatos and subtle tempo 
changes in the piece that required me to really concentrate on the recorded part and play 
                                                
33 Bowles, Night Sun Journey, 2. 
13 
with it in a chamber music style… In a way, it was comforting to work with a non-
reactive player – the pitch was always steady and the musical gestures constant.”34 When 
performing music with live accompaniment, each performance may vary in terms of 
tempo and style in the supporting instrument(s). Night Sun Journey is performed with 
fixed media which eliminates such possibilities as the synthesizer accompaniment cannot 
be altered.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 
 
PLACES WHERE RIVERS MEET 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 Following the successful premiere of Night Sun Journey in 1996, Places Where 
Rivers Meet was composed in 1997. While Places Where Rivers Meet was premiered in 
1997, it was not published until 1999, along with the CD From the Dark Earth and two 
other works, Shapeshifter and Twilight Embrace. This work is Bowles’s only suite for 
trumpet and synthesizer. The three movements which shape this suite are “Ancestral 
Ground,” “Strange Rapids,” and “Between Shadows and Prayers.” In its entirety, this 
suite lasts 15:55. The first movement lasts 5:58, second movement lasts 4:46, and the 
final movement lasts 5:11.  For live performances, it is equally appropriate to perform 
one, two, or all three movements consecutively. As the composer stated, “Perform what 
you feel drawn to perform, whether the whole piece or one movement. If it sounds good 
and it works for you, it is good!”35  
 
“Ancestral Ground” 
 “Ancestral Ground” incorporates the use of a Harmon mute (stem 3/4 out) and the 
open trumpet timbres. The intention of using mutes is to change timbres and not 
dynamics. As a performer, playing at a louder volume is facilitated by not having mute in 
the bell, but it is still possible to achieve these same dynamics while muted. One should 
                                                
35 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, January 22, 2017. 
15 
observe the dynamic marked in measure 20 is mezzo forte while using a Harmon mute, 
and in measure 25, the dynamic marked is mezzo piano while open. The performer should 
be mindful of this while performing the muted section in order to portray the dynamic 
contrast of the open sound which follows subsequently.  
 
Figure 4: “Ancestral Ground” measures 10-11.36 
 
 
While this movement presents several challenges to the performer, feeling a 
steady pulse and the ability to follow along with the accompaniment is not one of them. 
The synthesizer provides a steady “drum” beat lasting nearly the entirely the movement 
(Figure 4). The soloist enters in measure 13, however, the accompaniment does not 
contain any notation until measure 45. This rhythmic pulse gives the performer the 
security to easily stay in time with the accompaniment even though it is not notated after 
measure 11.  
 Stylistically, the drum beat provides a feeling of forward movement while the 
other synthesized sounds create an ominous mood, melding from one sound into another. 
The trumpet soloist should play in a legato style to imitate the mood of the synthesized 
sounds. Although “legato” is not specified in the music, the copious amounts of slurs and 
phrase marks suggest this style of performance (Figure 5).  
 
                                                
36 Meg Bowles, Places Where Rivers Meet (New Fairfield, CT: Kumatone 
Records, 1999), 1. 
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Figure 5: “Ancestral Ground” measures 50-51.37 
 
 
In order to maintain the smooth connections of notes within phrases, adding additional 
slurs may help facilitate the desired effect. An example of this exists in measure 51 
(Figure 5). A phrase mark connects the “F” on beat 2 through the downbeat of the 
following measure. Slurring from the “F” all the way to the “D” provides the desired 
style. David Bilger performs in this manner on the CD From the Dark Earth. 
Additionally, to help ensure no additional notes are accidentally played when large 
intervals are slurred, such as the “G” to “F” in the triplet in measure 51, a light 
articulation on the upper note may provide assistance.   
 The technical challenges of this movement exist primarily in measures 35 and 44. 
The 32nd notes should be played strictly in time while sounding free and flowing. One 
may find the numerous lip slurs from “D” to “F” and “E” to “G” challenging. Alternate 
fingerings are recommended to eliminate the lip slurs which can assist the performer to 
stay in time (Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6: “Ancestral Ground” measure 44 with suggested fingerings.38 
 
                                                
37 Bowles, Places Where Rivers Meet, 2. 
38 Ibid. 
 1-3 
 
1-2  1-3  1-2 
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Another benefit gained by utilizing the suggested alternate fingerings is intonation. The 
specified pitches exist on the fifth partials of the harmonic series and have a tendency to 
sound flat. The alternate fingerings suggested will compensate for this by raising the 
pitch and will sound more in tune. 
 As this movement approaches its conclusion, the soloist returns to a Harmon mute 
at a mezzo forte to forte volume. Although the tempo is slow, the performer is allowed a 
mere five beats of rest to insert the Harmon mute, adjust the stem to “3/4 out,” adjust the 
tuning slide to compensate for the sharpness of the Harmon mute, and play. If the 
performer’s Harmon mute stem can stay in place from the first entrance of the piece, this 
should not be an issue, however, the stem on many Harmon mutes moves freely and will 
need readjustment. If the performer does not have sufficient time to adjust the tuning 
slide, they should be mindful of intonation tendencies in relation to pitch and dynamics. 
According to Dr. Gary Wurtz, “Loud playing tends to go flat, or is at least perceived as 
flat. Soft playing tends to go sharp, or is at least perceived as sharp.”39 As the soloist 
performs measures 63 through 72, the dynamic is on the louder side which will help 
lower the pitch. The last note performed is D4 which begins at mezzo piano and 
diminuendos to niente. The third valve slide should already be extended to compensate 
for the sharpness, but one may consider extending the third slide (or first slide) further 
during the diminuendo to compensate for the sharpness perceived while getting softer. 
 
 
                                                
39 Gary Wurtz, “Trumpet Intonation,” Texas Bandmasters Association Journal 5 
no. 1 (Sept/Oct/Nov 2003): 7. 
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“Strange Rapids” 
 “Strange Rapids” is the second movement of Places Where Rivers Meet and is 
performed with a muted sonority throughout, changing between straight and Harmon 
mutes. This movement provides the performer with both advantages and new challenges. 
Two advantages of this movement include playing a majority of notes in the low to 
middle register and having a sufficient amount of rest between entrances. If one is 
performing the entire suite, this movement is not overly taxing due to the amount of rest 
provided. In addition, this 59-measure movement does not exceed a mezzo forte dynamic 
for the first 43 measures. This soft playing may help the performer’s efficiency by re-
focusing their aperture if it became spread in the first movement (or from prior pieces 
programmed in a recital setting).  
 
Figure 7: “Strange Rapids” measure 5.40 
 
 
 One of the challenges presented in this movement is tempo. Although “Strange 
Rapids” does not contain a single tempo change, the quarter note pulse equals 60 beats 
per minute and the synthesizer accompaniment does not provide a steady rhythmic figure 
when compared with the first movement. Occasionally, the “harp” defines a clear tempo 
before the soloist enters providing rhythmic security to the beginnings of phrases for the 
soloist (Figure 7). This figure repeats numerous times throughout the movement, 
however, the soloist must maintain a stable internal pulse in order to perform the 
remainder of their phrases in time. A prominent sound in the synthesizer can be defined 
                                                
40 Bowles, Places Where Rivers Meet, 4. 
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as water droplets that begin around measure 6 and continue through the remainder of the 
movement. The water droplets maintain a consistent thirty-second note pulse, however, 
octave displacement causes the performer (and audience) to hear this as an effect, rather 
than a rhythmic security. If performed using stereo speakers, the higher pitches of the 
droplets will be audible from the right speaker and the lower pitches will be audible from 
the left speaker. This feature adds to effect and rhythmic insecurity aforementioned.  
 In order to become comfortable and confident performing Meg Bowles’s music, 
specifically this movement, one should heed this advice from David Bilger: 
It is challenging to play accurately with the track while still capturing the 
scope of the lyricism and the overall musical purpose. I would suggest 
sometimes practicing with the track while focusing mainly on ensemble, 
and once there is a comfort level in that, make sure to go for the phrasing 
and sound. It is also helpful to practice both with headphones and with a 
speaker. The headphones allow one to hear great detail, which can be 
helpful, while the speaker can sometimes make ensemble more difficult. It 
can also help to really feel a rhythmic groove, even (and especially) in the 
slow music. For performance, I suggest experimenting with the sound 
system – placement of speakers (if possible) and adjusting EQ to the 
performance space can make or break a performance. In very live spaces, 
a monitor for the trumpet player can be a huge assist.41 
 
 
Figure 8: “Strange Rapids” measures 38-39.42 
 
 
 Figure 8 (above) provides an example of the “Rapids” section of this piece. This 
thirty-second note motive repeats itself in various forms a total of six times. Each time 
the motive is sounded, a dynamic change exists. Starting at mezzo piano, the following 
                                                
41 David Bilger, e-mail message to author, January 10, 2017. 
42 Bowles, Places Where Rivers Meet, 5. 
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two iterations grow to mezzo forte and forte respectively. The final three iterations fade 
back down to a piano dynamic. The phrasing of each figure should be directed toward the 
final thirty-second note of the line. Once the performer arrives at the final note, an 
implied diminuendo occurs. Every repetition of the thirty-second note figures should be 
performed in this manner, regardless of the starting dynamic. Occasionally, a “doit”43 
appears at the end of the phrase (Figure 8). One may choose to perform this 
embellishment with a half-valve technique or slurring up the harmonic series to niente. 
The “doit” should occur at the last possible second of the phrase and may even be placed 
as late as the following downbeat. In the example above, one may choose to place the 
“doit” on beat four. The performer should be mindful of this being a short embellishment 
and should last for approximately the duration of an eighth note. 
 
“Between Shadows and Prayers” 
 The final movement of Places Where Rivers Meet is the only piece in which Meg 
Bowles does not include any type of mute for the trumpet. “Between Shadows and 
Prayers” is Bowles’s easiest work to perform technically, but it is simultaneously one of 
the most difficult works due to ensemble issues. Figure 9 (below) exemplifies the essence 
of this movement. Note durations consist of quarter notes and longer in both the solo 
trumpet and accompaniment. A slow tempo where the quarter note equals fifty beats per 
minute, combined with a lack of subdivisions may provide challenges to the performer 
with respect to maintaining a steady pulse.  
                                                
43 A “doit” is a jazz embellishment requiring the performer to begin on a notated 
pitch and ascend indefinitely to an unspecified pitch 
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Figure 9: “Between Shadows and Prayers” measures 19-24.44 
 
 
David Bilger offers advice for successfully performing this movement: 
The issues with ensemble are magnified in pieces where the rhythmic 
movement is sparse, in passages where the recorded track changes notes 
via gliss, and when the digital reverb obfuscates the exact rhythm. In 
“Between Shadows and Prayers,” and other examples like it, it is very 
helpful to feel a strong internal sense of pulse. The difficulty in feeling 
pulse in that way (and maniacally subdividing) is that the trumpet part 
may subsequently feel stiff. It is possible to practice pieces like Bodgodni 
[sic Bordogni] or Concone Vocalises with a metronome on a subdivision 
while ensuring a true legato sound. In other words, the idea is to play with 
strong rhythm while not outwardly allowing the rhythm to interfere with 
the lyricism. Once one can do that with traditional music, it can be applied 
over to this setting.45  
 
One may find comfort in the provided practice track as well. This track includes a click 
on every downbeat to help the performer follow along with the accompaniment. 
Although the synthesizer notation contains cues of “water bell,” “deep bell,” “sigh,” and 
more, the performer can listen to how these sounds line up with the tempo. This will help 
one “understand how the recorded music existed in time over a static rhythm.”46 In 
addition, listening to Bilger’s performance on his CD From the Dark Earth is a 
wonderful reference to understand how the trumpet part lines up with the 
accompaniment. 
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44 Bowles, Places Where Rivers Meet, 6. 
45 David Bilger, e-mail message to author, January 10, 2017. 
46 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
SHAPESHIFTER 
 
 Shapeshifter is one of the final two works written for trumpet and synthesizer by 
Meg Bowles. Unlike her three other works, Places Where Rivers Meet, Night Sun 
Journey, and Twilight Embrace, Shapeshifter does not require any mute changes. The 
entirety of this work is performed using a Harmon mute with the stem completely 
removed. The duration of Shapeshifter is 7:10 and the accompaniment has a long 
introduction lasting for approximately three minutes. Once the soloist enters, the 
technical demands of this work appear abruptly and frequently.  
The range of the trumpet solo extends from Bb3 through B5 and includes 
numerous technical passages not idiomatic for the trumpet (Figure 10).  
 
Figure 10: Shapeshifter measures 52-53.47 
 
 
Prior to this example, “non jazz style” is indicated when the trumpet first enters in 
measure 27 and stays true for the duration of the piece. The composer felt the importance 
of emphasizing a “non jazz style” due to the use of the Harmon mute, “which might give 
performers the impression that they could (or should) channel Miles Davis.”48 In a more 
pragmatic sense, one should not add agogic accents or swing any of the musical lines. 
                                                
47 Meg Bowles, Shapeshifter (New Fairfield, CT: Kumatone Records, 1999), 3. 
48 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, January 22, 2017. 
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When one is working on the passage in Figure 10, the musical gesture is more important 
than every note being equally audible. The intention of this line is to act as a cascading 
gesture. As Bowles states, it is “more about the waterfall effect of the shape itself rather 
than each individual note…. I can see how a few ghosted notes could work to create that 
illusion.”49 
 There are many other lines in Shapeshifter that are similar in style to Figure 10 
but contain different pitches. As previously stated, the musical lines are not idiomatic on 
the trumpet and will require patience and practice from the performer. One may find a 
use of alternate fingerings helpful to maintain a steady tempo, however, this is not a 
possibility in all scenarios. In order to help ease the connections of notes and keep the 
musical line smooth and driving forward, one may find it useful to follow the teachings 
of James Stamp and think high to play low, and think low to play high. This mental 
approach should assist the performer in maintaining a focused embouchure containing 
little movement. Hopefully, this will cause the performer to imagine the distance between 
pitches are closer together which will facilitate the technical difficulty presented in these 
phrases. 
 Maintaining a steady tempo has presented itself as an obstacle in many of 
Bowles’s works. Shapeshifter avoids these challenges by incorporating two different 
techniques. The accompaniment begins this work without the soloist for the first 25 
measures. In the first 23 measures, the tempo is slow and concludes with a ritardando in 
measures 22 – 23. Then, in measure 24, a percussive ostinato emerges (Figure 11) and 
maintains a steady tempo for a majority of the piece.  
                                                
49 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, January 22, 2017. 
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Figure 11: Shapeshifter measures 24-25.50 
 
 
Additional cues include sustained pitches in the synthesizer, and though sparse, they are 
easy to follow along with due to the ostinato.  
 The second technique Bowles incorporates is the instruction to the performer to 
play “freely, not in tempo.” (Figure 12) 
 
Figure 12: Shapeshifter measures 92-93.51 
 
 
The tempo changes occurring in measures 91 and 101 may cause confusion upon first 
glance, however, one should be mindful of the supporting text “OK to arrive on fourth 
beat as late as measure 96.” Although the tempo is slower than the previous section, the 
musical line is “free” in time and may be performed in a rubato style. In my interview 
with David Bilger, he indicated that a true rubato means equal parts give and take, 
although, many players get in the habit of only slowing down and do not speed up other 
sections to make up the time.52 In this example, one does not need to play in a “true 
                                                
50 Bowles, Shapeshifter, 2. 
51 Bowles, Shapeshifter, 5. 
52 David Bilger, e-mail message to author, January 10, 2017. 
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rubato” style as the instructions specifically state “not in tempo.” One would be wise to 
interpret the musical phrases in Figure 12 and measures 102 – 105 as cadenzas. The 
instructions included for the latter example state “freely – begin any time after downbeat 
of m. 102” and “get here by as late as m. 107.” Time is not dictated during this section 
and the click track even stops during the practice tracks to ensure this freedom. 
Performers should experiment with the pacing of these musical gestures to form ideas 
they deem appropriate. The composer experiences music visually and acknowledges 
there is a connection between what she sees and what she hears. She also recognizes 
people will most likely experience different visuals compared to her own while listening 
to the same music. Bowles claims this is “not only appropriate, but very cool,” and the 
freedoms allowed to the performer in Shapeshifter should be performed in a manner they 
find most appropriate.53 
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53 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, February 27, 2017. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
TWILIGHT EMBRACE 
 
 The final work composed for trumpet and synthesizer by Meg Bowles is Twilight 
Embrace. This piece features “soft straight mute” and “open” timbres, a diverse 
assortment of rhythms, and a range extending from C4 to C6. After collaboration with the 
composer, David Bilger decided the Trumcor Lyric Mute was the most appropriate 
option for the “soft straight mute” section.54 When preparing to perform this work, one 
should be mindful of the intonation tendencies associated with straight mutes. Typically, 
pitch will be sharper when compared to playing “open.” When the muted section 
concludes, the performer is allowed five beats of rest to remove the mute, adjust their 
tuning slide, and ready themselves for the following entrance. Since the tempo is slow 
(quarter note equals 54 beats per minute), the composer has given enough time to 
adequately complete these tasks. However, the performer may want to write a reminder 
in their music to ensure a level of comfort.  
 As all of Bowles’s compositions feature a pre-recorded accompaniment, the live 
performer must listen and adjust to the fixed pitch of the synthesizer. In Twilight 
Embrace, this is more evident than her other works due to the interplay between solo and 
accompaniment. There are many examples showing the accompaniment sustaining a 
pitch, followed by the soloist entering on the same pitch-class shortly after (Figure 13).  
                                                
54 David Bilger, e-mail message to author, January 10, 2017. 
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Figure 13: Twilight Embrace measures 35 and 47.  
Top line: trumpet solo in treble clef, Bottom line: synthesizer in treble clef55 
 
 
Many of the sonic timbres produced by the synthesizer are unusual to the listener’s ears 
and, similar to keyboard instruments, use an equal temperament tuning system. One may 
find practicing with electronically produced drones helpful to assist with issues regarding 
intonation.56 
 A cantabile, lyrical style should be expressed throughout this work. The terms 
cantabile and “freely” are noted in the music. Additionally, slurs, ties, and phrase marks 
are utilized from beginning to end. All of the “freely” technical lines are intended to be in 
a rubato style (Figure 14).  
 
Figure 14: Twilight Embrace measures 33-34.57 
 
 
The composer states, “The word ‘freely’ indicated that there is a degree of flexibility in 
the solo part where you can let go from being a slave to the click track for a little bit. 
                                                
55 Meg Bowles, Twilight Embrace (New Fairfield, CT: Kumatone Records, 1999), 
2. 
56 David Bilger, e-mail message to author, January 10, 2017. 
57 Bowles, Twilight Embrace, 2. 
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Think of it like a rubato where you have some artistic discretion and use your sense of 
what sounds good as a guide.”58 David Bilger is a bit more specific regarding how to 
perform in this rubato style: 
The phrases begin and end in the right place, but there is room for the 
performer to subtly play with the time inside the structure: giving and 
taking in amounts that enhance but do not distort the overall pacing. So it 
is possible to play freely while being in strict time if you define the latter 
as meaning that certain points in a phrase are exact in their placement, 
while others are more flexible. In other words, there is not a 16th note 
subdivision that sets the strictness of the rhythm, but there is a placement 
of perhaps a downbeat, or maybe the middle of a bar, or possibly a 
specific entrance of a sound in the prerecorded track. In other words, there 
is a strictness in the overall rhythm (16 beats take up exactly 16 beats, for 
example) while allowing the freedom of a true rubato within the larger 
structure. True rubato meaning equal parts give and take, although many 
players get in the habit of only slowing and not making up the time by 
pressing in other places.59  
 
In short, one may perform freely within a quarter note beat, measure, or phrase; however, 
the overall pulse will remain constant. 
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58 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, January 22, 2017. 
59 David Bilger, e-mail message to author, January 10, 2017. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 All works mentioned above contain similar characteristics. Each work is written 
for C trumpet and follows a similar arch form, beginning and ending with solo 
synthesizer and incorporating the live trumpet in the middle. As Bowles stated, she often 
finds herself going for an overall arch with a beginning, middle, and an end.60 Lastly, the 
music in each work is intended to evoke an image in the mind of the audience. The 
images will vary from person to person, which is entirely appropriate. David Bilger’s 
phrasing was discussed in this paper in regard to the recording From the Dark Earth. 
Bilger’s interpretation, while appropriate, is not the only accepted method of 
performance. When preparing to perform a piece by Meg Bowles, one should listen to the 
accompaniment tracks and decide how to phrase the musical lines for themselves. The 
suggestions made in this paper are intended to help the performer create their own ideas. 
 The lack of scholarship regarding performance practice on music for trumpet and 
electronics makes apparent the need for further research in this field. As Michael Barth 
mentions, there are four main categories for trumpet and electronics including solo 
trumpet and fixed media, trumpet and live electronics, trumpet and tape loop or delay, 
and trumpet accompanied by multi-track tape recordings of pre-recorded trumpet 
performances.61 This paper addressed specifics for performance concerning the trumpet 
and fixed media genre. The author’s goals are informing trumpet performers and 
educators about this genre of music, teaching them an appropriate method of 
performance, and inspiring them to continue research in this expanding field.  
                                                
60 Meg Bowles, e-mail message to author, January 22, 2017. 
61 Barth, “Music for Solo Trumpet and Electronics: A Repertoire Study,” 6. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
INTERVIEW WITH MEG BOWLES 
 
Transcript of interview with Meg Bowles. Interview questions answered by e-mail. 
 
January 22, 2017 
1. In your interview with AmbiEntrance, you mention that your first exposure to 
electronic music was that of Otto Luening. Aside from him, are there any other 
composers who inspired you to compose in this ambient style? What composers, if 
any, helped influence the way you compose? 
 
Composers whose work I have found deeply engaging and inspiring include Brian 
Eno, Harold Budd, Steve Roach, Robert Rich, Tangerine Dream, guitarist Jeff 
Pearce, and many others; composers who work in other genres include Terry 
Riley, Arvo Pärt, Aaron Copeland [sic], and Max Richter. There are some 
minimalists/post-minimalists there as you can see - and then there is Copeland, 
who is brilliant at orchestration.  
 
2. I understand that you used different E-mu sound modules to create many of the 
synthesized sounds, and used the Lexicon PCM 80 and 90 to create the spatial 
effects. Can you please discuss your compositional process in further detail with 
mention to harmony and form?  
 
With respect to form what I often find myself going for is the sense of an overall 
arch with a beginning, middle, and an end, like a story - or a life. There are no 
pre-planned ideas, no template, no overall structural sketch - just a blank slate. So 
for me, the process of writing begins from a very intuitive place, with recording 
and lots of overdubbing and then lots of pruning. The work—which I experience 
essentially as a nonlinear process where bits and pieces of creative material 
(musical gestures like fragments of melody, harmonic texture, or maybe an 
underlying ostinato for example) gradually become incarnated into the linear, 
time-bound form known as music—simply begins at a place and grows outward 
from there. Some ambient composers use the analogy of painting with texture, 
which is a good one, for I work layer by layer. Sometimes I find myself working 
with what eventually becomes the end of a piece before the beginning. The work 
continues until it sounds and feels right - which is a palpable, physical feeling or 
maybe even a resonance - kind of a “that’s it!” moment. The same goes for 
harmony, orchestration, and mixing.  
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3. I noticed that in all four of your works, Night Sun Journey, Twilight Embrace, 
Shapeshifter, and Places Where Rivers Meet, they begin with a synthesizer 
introduction, add in the live trumpet, and conclude with the synthesizer. Is there a 
specific reason for this, and have you considered having the trumpet begin or end 
any of the works?  
 
It never occurred to me to have the trumpet begin or end these pieces.  
 
4. For a live performance, would it be appropriate to perform only one movement 
from Places Where Rivers Meet, should all three be performed in sequence, or 
are either methods acceptable?  
 
Personally my hope would be for you to dispense with the “shoulds” and perform 
what you feel drawn to perform, whether the whole piece or one movement. If it 
sounds good and it works for you, it is good!  
 
5. Some of the compositions such as Twilight Embrace, Night Sun Journey, and the 
third movement of Places Where Rivers Meet state the instructions “freely” to the 
performer. In Shapeshifter, there are more specific instructions “freely, not in 
tempo” and “freely – begin any time after downbeat of m. 102.” How should one 
interpret the meaning of “freely” in the first three pieces compared to the more 
specific directions given in Shapeshifter? Do they also refer to tempo, and if not, 
how can one perform freely while staying in strict time? 
 
Well that is the paradox isn’t it, with a pre-recorded accompaniment. You see, I 
have placed you into a double bind. The word freely indicates that there is a 
degree of flexibility in the solo part where you can let go from being a slave to the 
click track for a little bit. Think of it like a rubato where you have some artistic 
discretion and use your sense of what sounds good as a guide. In Shapeshifter I 
felt compelled to give more specific instructions because at that point in the piece 
the rhythmic underpinning of the accompaniment stops altogether, yet there are 
some subtle harmonic shifts underneath the solo line that need to be followed 
somewhat.  
 
6. As the accompaniment incorporates many different sounds from the synthesizer, 
when you change the sound of the trumpet with mutes, is your intention to blend 
the trumpet in with the accompaniment as one would do in an ensemble setting, or 
should the trumpet still try to stand out as a soloist with a new timbre? 
 
I think the trumpet will stand out with the new timbre regardless, given the 
change, the dynamics, and your placement onstage—as it should be. 
 
7. In Shapeshifter, you state “non jazz style” at the first entrance. As the music 
continues, jazz influenced phrases appear such as this one: 
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In order to play this without a jazz style, is this supposed to mean that no notes 
should be ghosted and agogic accents avoided? Or is this simply to mention that 
while playing with a Harmon mute with the stem removed, nothing should be 
swung? 
 
This is meant to be a cascading gesture, more about the waterfall effect of the 
shape itself rather than each individual note. I can see how a few ghosted notes 
could work to create that illusion. Agogic accents and swinging, not so much.  
 
8. Typically in jazz music, accidentals do not carry through the octave. In the 
example above, David Bilger played a B natural on the last 16th note of beat 3 in 
measure 52. Is this part of the “non jazz style?”  
 
I am not a jazz musician, nor am I familiar with (and nor do I use) the notation 
conventions of that genre. We (myself, David Bilger, and Richard Price, our 
engineer and producer) all felt it was important to make the “non-jazz” distinction 
especially because of the use of the Harmon mute, which might give performers 
the impression that they could (or should) channel Miles Davis.  
 
9. You are very specific regarding the types of mutes and specifications (Harmon 
mute, stem 1/4 out). When using a “soft straight mute,” is there any specific mute 
(brand/style) you recommend? Are you looking for a non-metallic straight mute 
such as the Trumcor Lyric mute? 
 
As for what brand straight mute to use, that is totally your call. How you work 
with your mute (including your choice of brand) might also be influenced by the 
interplay between the reverberant space of your performance venue and the sound 
system you use for the accompaniment.  
 
 
February 27, 2017 
 
10. In a previous conversation, I asked you if NSJ was a programmatic work. You 
responded saying, "There really isn’t a story behind NSJ as much as there is a 
visual….the image of a mysterious “night sun” making its transit across a sky not 
of this earth." Does this concept apply to all of your works? Were any of these 
programmatic or is the idea to create different visuals for each piece? 
 
Visual impressions often accompany auditory impressions as I work, in a parallel 
process that just emerges organically. I don’t try to make it happen. Sometimes 
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there is a cohesive aspect to the image as there was for Night Sun Journey, and at 
other times it is far more diffuse. I just try to observe and take note of it. If an 
image persists over time and develops then I realize that there might be some 
purpose for it to be there, for that piece....and then I accept that, without really 
knowing what it means. Sometimes there is an epiphany after the fact with 
regards to meaning and sometimes not. So, to answer your question, there is no 
overt intent to compose anything programmatic, even though there is a subtle and 
mysterious connection between what I see and what I hear. The music and the 
images are not “about” each other, but somehow they accompany each other. 
Listeners might experience something very different which is not only 
appropriate, it is really cool!  
 
11. I was wondering if you created the artwork on the covers of all of your works 
(NSJ, Twilight Embrace, Places Where Rivers Meet, and Shapeshifter). Does this 
artwork portray your imagery of the music, and if so, would you like the audience 
to see this, or come up with their own ideas? 
 
I did happen to create the artwork, but more to convey an impression rather than 
to accurately reproduce an image I happened to perceive as I was writing the 
music. On a more pragmatic level, I needed to put something visual on the cover 
of the sheet music. I’d be more interested in the audience coming up with their 
own responses―visual and otherwise. 
 
12. On a side note, were any of these images originally in color instead of black and 
white? I was thinking it would be fun to perform your works with the lights off and 
a picture of these images projected for the audience. 
 
The images were originally in color but converted to grayscale, as I had no 
intention of printing in color which would have been prohibitively expensive back 
then. The software became incompatible with Apple years (and several computer 
generations) ago, so I no longer have the original files. It’s a great idea, 
performing with the lights off―you could probably find other images which 
would work well with the music and use those! 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
 
INTERVIEW WITH DAVID BILGER 
 
 
 
Transcript of interview with David Bilger. Interview questions answered by e-mail. 
 
 
 
January 10, 2017 
 
1. In the 1997 ITG Journal interview you had with Richard Price and Meg Bowles, 
you mentioned that “pitch was not a problem for me, but ensemble was a 
challenge.” Can you give any suggestions to those who may struggle with 
intonation? Would practicing with drones be the best tool since there are often 
times the soloist trades off with the accompaniment?  
 
Yes, practicing with drones might help. Unlike performing with live analog 
instruments, the “track” does not adjust to pitch, and also does not use “just 
intonation,” although neither do any keyboard instruments with which we have 
more traditionally played. Another concern is tuning with sonic timbres that are 
unusual to our ears. So drones, especially electronically produced drones, would 
help. 
 
2. To follow up with the ensemble being a challenge, you mentioned in that same 
interview that “rubatos and subtle tempo changes in the piece required me to 
really concentrate on the recorded part and play with it in a chamber-music 
style.” Do you have any suggestions to help with ensemble issues where the tempo 
is slow (but not changing) and the accompaniment is sparse, such as Between 
Shadows and Prayers (below)? 
 
 
The issues with ensemble are magnified in pieces where the rhythmic movement 
is sparse, in passages where the recorded track changes notes via gliss, and when 
the digital reverb obfuscates the exact rhythm. In “Between Shadows and 
Prayers,” and other examples like it, It is very helpful to feel a strong internal 
sense of pulse. The difficulty in feeling pulse in that way (and maniacally 
subdividing) is that the trumpet part may subsequently feel stiff. It is possible to 
practice pieces like Bodgodni or Concone Vocalises with a metronome on a 
subdivision while ensuring a true legato sound. In other words, the idea is to play 
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with strong rhythm while not outwardly allowing the rhythm to interfere with the 
lyricism. Once one can do that with traditional music, it can be applied over to 
this setting. 
 
Ms. Bowles provided me with performance tracks for all of the works, and also 
rehearsal tracks for a few of the pieces that posed major ensemble issues. The 
rehearsal tracks had a click track running over the music so I could easily 
understand how the recorded music existed in time over a static rhythm. 
 
3. Some of the compositions such as Twilight Embrace, Night Sun Journey, and the 
third movement of Places Where Rivers Meet state the instructions “freely” to the 
performer. In Shapeshifter, there are more specific instructions “freely, not in 
tempo” and “freely – begin any time after downbeat of m. 102.” How do you 
interpret the meaning of “freely” in the first three pieces compared to the more 
specific directions given in Shapeshifter? Do they refer to tempo, and if not, how 
can one perform freely while staying in strict time? 
 
In the first 3 examples, I believe Ms. Bowles is describing what romantic 
composers would call rubato. The phrases begin and end in the right place, but 
there is room for the performer to subtly play with the time inside the structure: 
giving and taking in amounts that enhance but do not distort the overall pacing. 
So it is possible to play freely while being in strict time if you define the latter as 
meaning that certain points in a phrase are exact in their placement, while others 
are more flexible. In other words, there is not a 16th note subdivision that sets the 
strictness of the rhythm, but there is a placement of perhaps a downbeat, or maybe 
the middle of a bar, or possibly a specific entrance of a sound in the prerecorded 
track. In other words, there is a strictness in the overall rhythm (16 beats take up 
exactly 16 beats, for example) while allowing the freedom of a true rubato within 
the larger structure. 
 
*true rubato meaning equal parts give and take, although many players get in the 
habit of only slowing and not making up the time by pressing in other places. 
Shapeshifter is a different type of freedom – where the time is literally distorted. 
“Not in Tempo” is easy to interpret, as are the other directions that make the time 
less locked in to a click. 
 
4. As the accompaniment incorporates many different sounds from the synthesizer, 
when you change the sound of the trumpet with mutes, is your goal to blend in 
with the accompaniment as one would do in an ensemble setting, or do you still 
try to stand out as a soloist with a new timbre? 
 
Deciding whether to blend, recede into the texture or solo over the texture was an 
artistic decision that was made on a phrase by phrase basis. That decision had to 
be made regardless of whether the trumpet was open or muted, but certainly mute 
choice (and the corresponding timbre) was dependent on the musical intent. 
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5. Meg is very specific regarding the types of mutes and specifications (Harmon 
mute, stem 1/4 out). When using a “soft straight mute,” what brand or style do 
you recommend? 
 
Ms. Bowles and I worked together to decide on mute choices. I used a Trumcor 
Lyric Mute for the soft straight mute sections. 
 
6. In Shapeshifter, Meg states “non jazz style” at the first entrance. As the music 
continues, jazz influenced phrases appear such as this one: 
 
 
In order to play this without a jazz style, is this supposed to mean that no notes 
should be ghosted and agogic accents avoided? Or is this simply to mention that 
while playing with a Harmon mute with the stem removed, nothing should be 
swung? Typically in jazz music, accidentals do not carry through the octave. In 
the example above, you played a B natural on the last 16th note of beat 3 in 
measure 52. Is this part of the “non jazz style?” 
 
Ms. Bowles was aware of the frequent use of Harmon mute with the stem 
removed in jazz playing. I believe that in directing the style so clearly, she was 
being preemptive to ensure that the player, when using that mute, would refrain 
from slipping into a jazz style. So both your comments are correct – no ghosting 
and using agogic accents, and nothing swung. My opinion is that there is more of 
a risk of ghosting and using agogic than swinging, mostly due to the angular 
nature of the lines. 
 
As to the note question, it might be a performance mistake or a copy mistake in 
the published version. Sounds like it should probably have been a Bb. My 
bad…… 
 
7. Are there any practice or performance suggestions you have for performing any 
of these pieces? 
 
As for practice and performance suggestions: It is challenging to play accurately 
with the track while still capturing the scope of the lyricism and the overall 
musical purpose. I would suggest sometimes practicing with the track while 
focusing mainly on ensemble, and once there is a comfort level in that, make sure 
to go for the phrasing and sound. It is also helpful to practice both with 
headphones and with a speaker. The headphones allow one to hear great detail, 
which can be helpful, while the speaker can sometimes make ensemble more 
difficult. It can also help to really feel a rhythmic groove, even (and especially) in 
the slow music. For performance, I suggest experimenting with the sound system 
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– placement of speakers (if possible) and adjusting EQ to the performance space 
can make or break a performance. In very live spaces, a monitor for the trumpet 
player can be a huge assist. 
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Part Two 
 
Recital Program Dates 
 
April 25, 2015   DMA Solo Recital with Yung-Ching Yu, Piano and 
    Francisco Perez, Marimba 
 
October 24, 2015  DMA Solo Recital with Tedrin Blair Lindsay, Piano 
November 8, 2015  DMA Chamber Recital with UK Faculty Brass Quintet 
April 27, 2016   DMA Solo Recital with Robert Jeter, Piano and   
    J.D. Handshoe, Trombone  
 
April 3, 2017   DMA Lecture Recital on the Music of Meg Bowles 
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Steven Siegel, Trumpet 
In a DMA Trumpet Recital 
 
with Yung-Ching Yu, Piano 
Franco Perez, Marimba 
 
April 25, 2015, 7:00 PM 
Niles Gallery 
University of Kentucky 
 
 
 
Concerto in E-flat Major (1796)       Joseph Haydn 
           (1732 – 1809) 
 Allegro 
 Andante 
 Allegro 
 
Night Sun Journey (1996)          Meg Bowles 
                   (b. 1957) 
 
Eight Profiles for Solo Trumpet (1978)           Fisher Tull 
           (1934 – 1994) 
 Slowly, with considerable freedom 
 Fast 
 Broadly 
 Moderately Fast 
 
Roshi (2011)          Kelly Rossum 
                   (b. 1970) 
 
 
 
 
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements  
for the degree Doctor of Musical Arts. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 
 
 
 
Joseph Haydn (1732 – 1809) 
Concerto in E-flat Major62 (1796) 
 
 
 Joseph Haydn was nicknamed “father of the symphony” due to the fact that he 
composed 104 of them. He also wrote many other works including piano sonatas, string 
quartets, and concertos. In the last 15 years of his life, the trumpet concerto was the only 
solo concerto he composed. While employed by Esterhazy, a request for a concerto came 
from Anton Weidinger, a trumpet player in the Vienna Court Orchestra. Weidinger had 
recently invented and perfected a new instrument known as the keyed trumpet. Prior to 
this invention, trumpets (known today as natural or baroque trumpets) did not contain 
holes or valves. This would limit the number of notes they were able to play to the notes 
in the overtone series. Weidinger drilled holes in the trumpet and covered them with 
padded keys, which provided the missing chromatic notes. Haydn’s trumpet concerto was 
written specifically for this new instrument. Due to this invention, the trumpet could be 
utilized as a more chromatic instrument and is arguably the most important work in the 
trumpet’s solo repertoire.  
 Haydn’s Concerto incorporates musical elements which could be performed on 
the natural trumpet and other elements featuring the keyed trumpet. The opening fanfares 
would be possible on the natural trumpet in the principale register. When the introduction 
concludes and the soloist enters with the melody, the features of the keyed trumpet are 
                                                
62 Franz Joseph Haydn, Concerto in E-Flat (Chandler, AZ: Hickman Music 
Editions, 2005). 
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prevalent by allowing the soloist to sound notes that would not have been possible 
previously. In order to feature the new instrument, chromaticism is a dominating force in 
the melodic structure but is interspersed with leaps and fanfare figures providing an 
homage to the keyed trumpet’s predecessor.  
  
Meg Bowles (b. 1957) 
Night Sun Journey63 (1996) 
 
 
 Meg Bowles earned her degrees in music performance at Northwestern University 
and Boston University. After she graduated from Boston in 1979, she chose a career in 
investment banking. In 1992, she left the banking field and devoted more time to pursue 
studies in shamanism, Jungian psychology, and psychoanalysis, and to create and 
produce electronic space music. Over the next four years, Ms. Bowles released multiple 
CDs, Inner Space and Solstice Dreams (1993), and Blue Cosmos (1996). During those 
years, she developed a musical association with David Bilger, Principal Trumpet of the 
Philadelphia Orchestra. This relationship resulted in several commissioned works for 
trumpet and synthesizer. This first work was Night Sun Journey, which was premiered at 
the International Brassfest in 1996. While there is not a specific story associated with 
Night Sun Journey, the image Ms. Bowles had in mind was that of a sun’s transit across 
the night sky of some mysterious, distant planet. The music describes the “journey” of the 
sun. 
 
 
 
                                                
63 Meg Bowles, Night Sun Journey (New Fairfield, CT: Kumatone Records, 
1996). 
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Fisher Tull (1934 – 1994) 
Eight Profiles for Solo Trumpet64 (1980) 
 
 
 Fisher Tull received his musical training from the University of North Texas 
where he earned three degrees. He originally went there to study trumpet performance 
with John Haynie and eventually received his Ph.D in Music Composition, studying with 
Samuel Adler. The dedicatees of Eight Profiles were all members of a group of trumpet 
players who found themselves enrolled in college at the same time. Each “profile” states 
the initials of the individual for which it was dedicated. The initials listed for each 
“profile” represent the following people: Robert Ferguson, Jack Stone, Robert Maddox 
III, Leon Nedbalek, Melvin Gordy, Robert Dale Olsen, Conrad DeJong, and Jimmy 
Brannon. 
 The fact that Dr. Tull was a trumpet player is apparent in this piece due to the 
idiomatic writing of the technical passages. Each “profile” is divided into two sections 
(similar to Bach’s Preludes and Fugues). The first section of each “profile” is expressive, 
slow, and melodic and the second section is faster and more energetic. While the entire 
composition was written as a set of eight pieces, the composer intended that only a few 
“profiles” (2 or 3) should be selected for a program. Tull’s son, Tim Tull, states, 
“Performing all eight is a Herculean task probably feasible only in recordings. Yet, 
hearing them side-by-side paints another portrait – one of the composer.” Many of the 
themes included in this work are derived from Tull’s previous compositions including 
Three Bagatelles and Concerto No. 2.  
 
                                                
64 Fisher Tull, Eight Profiles for Solo Trumpet (Milwaukee, WI: Boosey and 
Hawkes, 1980). 
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Kelly Rossum (b. 1970) 
Roshi65 (2011) 
 
 
 Dr. Kelly Rossum is the Trumpet Professor and Director of Jazz Studies at 
Christopher Newport University. Dr. Rossum was inspired by the works of Norwegian 
trumpeter Arve Henriksen. After hearing Mr. Henriksen’s music, Dr. Rossum began to 
incorporate some of his concepts and various sounds into improvised settings. Roshi was 
Dr. Rossum’s first “classical” piece to use the “no mouthpiece” method which requires 
the performer to buzz their lips directly into the leadpipe. The story behind Roshi reflects 
a long narrative from Robert W. Smith’s book “Martial Musings.” This piece for trumpet 
and marimba was dedicated to Dr. Rossum’s teachers: Dennis Schneider, Keith Johnson, 
and David Baldwin. Roshi symbolizes the relationship between teacher and student as 
described in the Japanese parable from “Martial Musings.” 
 Opening with a “slow, freely” introduction, the trumpet and marimba soloists 
exchange motives through call-and-response. The opening allegro section is composed in 
a minimalistic style. The trumpet soloist maintains a syncopated 16th note passage while 
the marimba features diminution by starting with half notes and gradually changing to 
16th notes. When the marimba mirrors the solo trumpet, the trumpet diverges into an 
“expressive” style of playing in a legato fashion. Technical passages are interspersed 
throughout the work and providing excitement and forward motion. The “no mouthpiece” 
method is incorporated before the final allegro.66 Enhanced with grace-note ornaments, 
this extended technique provides a unique timbre not heard in many classical works.  
                                                
65 Kelly Rossum, Roshi (Eau Claire, WI: Really Good Music, 2011). 
66 The “no mouthpiece” method is an extended technique requiring the performer 
to remove the mouthpiece from the trumpet and buzz their lips directly into the leadpipe. 
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Steven Siegel, Trumpet 
In a DMA Trumpet Recital 
 
with Tedrin Blair Lindsay, Piano 
 
October 24, 2015, 3:00 PM 
Concert Hall, Singletary Center for the Arts 
University of Kentucky 
 
Concerto in D                 Giuseppe Torelli 
           (1658 – 1709) 
 Allegro 
 Adagio 
 Allegro 
 
Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra (1968)          William Lovelock 
           (1899 – 1986) 
 Allegro 
 Moderato 
 Allegro 
 
 
-INTERMISSION- 
 
 
Nine Pieces for solo trumpet (2014)      Dexter Morrill 
                   (b. 1938) 
 Majestic 
 Echoes 
 Duple, Triple 
 Lullaby 
 Shining Trumpets 
 Alternating Thirds 
 Airborne Blues 
 Cross Key Gallop 
 Funky 
 
Meditation (1959)             Marcel Mihalovici 
           (1898 – 1985) 
 
Concerto for Trumpet (1940)          Harry James 
           (1916 – 1983) 
 
 
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements  
for the degree Doctor of Musical Arts. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 
 
 
 
Giuseppe Torelli (1658 – 1709) 
Concerto in D67 
 
 
 Born in Verona (modern day Italy), Giuseppe Torelli was a composer during the 
Baroque period and published seven collections of concertos, sinfonias, and sonatas. All 
of Torelli’s concertos were composed during his second Bolognese period (after 1701) 
but the specific years of publication for most works are unknown. His Concerto in D was 
originally composed for natural trumpet, strings, and basso continuo, but is commonly 
performed in an arrangement for piccolo trumpet and piano. The use of piccolo trumpet 
serves to facilitate the upper register while maintaining the beautiful lyricism of the 
clarino voice. Due to the restrictions of the natural trumpet being limited to the notes in 
the harmonic series, Torelli engages the listener through a variety of techniques including 
tempo changes, meter changes, and arpeggiated leaps followed by step-wise motion in 
the melody. During the second movement, the trumpet is tacet and the pianist has tempo 
changes from adagio-allegro-adagio. 
 
William Lovelock (1899 – 1986) 
Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra68 (1968) 
 
 
 William Lovelock was an English-born composer who spent many years 
composing in Australia. His works covered a variety of musical ensembles including full 
                                                
67 Giuseppe Torelli, Concerto in D (London: Musica Rara, 1968). 
68 William Lovelock, Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra (New York: Peer 
Music Classical, 1970). 
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orchestra, band, and chorus. He also wrote fourteen concertos and various teaching pieces 
for children. In 1968, he composed his Concerto for Trumpet with John Robertson 
(principal trumpet of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra) performing as the soloist. This 
concerto was Lovelock’s most performed piece in Australia and became popularized in 
America by Carl “Doc” Severinsen, although it is still largely unknown to many trumpet 
performers.  
Lasting approximately eighteen minutes in duration, endurance is one of the many 
qualities proven to test the performer. Lovelock wrote, “it is designed largely as a 
virtuoso work to display as many aspects as possible of the soloist’s technique.” This 
description proves true by the demands to the performer in terms of range, dexterity, 
abrupt dynamic changes, and numerous stylistic changes. Throughout the entirety of this 
concerto, these demands are present, which is why the Concerto for Trumpet is an under-
performed work in the trumpet repertoire. 
 
Dexter Morrill (b. 1938) 
Nine Pieces for solo trumpet69 (2014) 
 
 
 Dexter Morrill is an American trumpeter and composer, best known for his 
compositions of computer music. These works are created for a solo instrument with 
electronic accompaniment. His most notable piece in this genre is Studies for Trumpet 
and Computer. This work, Nine Pieces, is written for unaccompanied trumpet and as the 
title suggests, includes nine short movements. Originally composed in 1989, the 
composer revised this piece in 2014. (The version being performed is the revised edition.) 
                                                
69 Dexter Morrill, Nine Pieces for solo trumpet (Hamilton, NY: Chenango Valley 
Music Press, 2014). 
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The listener is taken on a musical journey that begins with a fanfare. Grabbing the 
attention of the audience, Majestic opens with a forte dynamic and utilizes wide leaps 
spanning a major 11th interval. Powerful accents dictate a fanfare opening and conclusion 
to this movement while the middle provides a contrast with a softer, legato style. 
Compositional elements such as subito dynamic changes are paired with rhythmic and 
metric changes over the course of the following two movements. The remainder of the 
piece utilizes a variety of styles including a lullaby, a “lilting style,” “fast and flowing,” 
and even a blues. Nine Pieces concludes with a “relaxed dance beat” where the performer 
incorporates jazz techniques such as glissandos and taps their foot to provide a percussive 
element to this finale.  
 
Marcel Mihalovici (1898 – 1985) 
Meditation70 (1959) 
 
 
 Born in Romania, Marcel Mihalovici composed in the French style. While living 
in Bucharest, he was discovered by the composer George Enescu. When Mihalovici 
turned 21, he moved to Paris to study with Vincet d’Indy. Considered to be a 
“neoclassicist,” he incorporated a variety of musical styles, rhythmic variations, and 
instrumental colors into his compositions. Mihalovici wrote pieces for nearly every 
setting of classical music including sonatas, sinfonias, operas, string quartets, string 
orchestra, and other arrangements of ensembles. 
Meditation and Scherzo-Waltz are the only two works Mihalovici composed for 
trumpet. As the title suggests, Meditation projects a calming atmosphere created by a 
                                                
70 Marcel Mihalovici, Meditation (Paris: Alphonse Leduc, 1959). 
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legato and cantabile style. This work is performed at an andante tempo featuring the 
middle to low range of the trumpet. Timbre changes occur between the muted and open 
sections while the piano accompaniment repeats quartal harmonies and tall chords 
underneath the trumpets’ soothing melodies. To assist with projecting a darker, mellower 
tone, the performer has opted to perform this piece on cornet instead of trumpet.  
 
Harry James (1916 – 1983) 
Concerto for Trumpet71 (1940) 
 
 
 One of the most prominent American trumpet players and bandleaders associated 
with big band jazz is Harry James. Born in Albany, Georgia, James began taking trumpet 
lessons at age 10 taught by his father. In 1931, his family moved to Texas and James 
began playing in local dance bands. Ben Pollack attended one of James’s performances 
with the Herman Waldman band and convinced James to join his group in 1935. Two 
years later, he left Pollack’s band to play in Benny Goodman’s orchestra. Several years 
later, James debuted his own big band, the “Harry James Orchestra” which, at different 
times, included legendary singer Frank Sinatra and infamous drummer Buddy Rich.  
 Due to his fame and success and fame as a performer and bandleader, Harry 
James was later featured on CBS and NBC and in several films. In a film Private 
Buckaroo, James stood in front of his band and performed a piece Concerto for Trumpet 
flawlessly by memory.  
The Concerto for Trumpet includes many techniques made popular by James’s 
idol Louis Armstrong such as lip trills, half-valve glissandos, and a heavy use of vibrato. 
                                                
71 Harry James, Concerto for Trumpet (New York: Paramount Music Corporation, 
1940). 
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This piece begins with a cadenza, continues with a technical section reminiscent of Flight 
of the Bumblebee, switches over to a swing section, then concludes with another 
technically demanding line that is reminiscent of the Carnival of Venice. Between these 
style changes, wide range spanning from G3 to D6, and numerous embellishments, this 
work simultaneously keeps the performer and audience engaged and excited from start to 
finish. 
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Steven Siegel, Trumpet 
In a DMA Chamber Recital 
 
with Jason Dovel, Trumpet 
Marisa Youngs, Trumpet 
David Elliott, Horn 
Bradley Kerns, Trombone 
Skip Gray, Tuba 
 
November 8, 2015, 2:00 PM 
Cathedral of Christ the King 
Lexington, Kentucky 
 
“Hoe-Down” from Rodeo (1942)                Aaron Copland 
           (1900 – 1990) 
           arr. Skip Gray 
 
Sextet in E-flat Minor, Op. 30       Oskar Böhme 
           (1870 – 1938) 
 Adagio ma non tanto-Allegro molto 
 Allegro vivace 
 Andante cantabile 
 Allegro con spirit 
 
Exhaltation (2000)                 Brian Balmages 
                   (b. 1975) 
 
Three Dance Impressions (1979)                Morley Calvert 
           (1928 – 1991) 
 With Dignity 
 With Elegance 
 With Humour 
 
Carolina in the Morning (1922)            Gus Kahn (1886 – 1941) 
          & Walter Donaldson (1893 – 1947) 
             arr. Arthur Frackenpohl (b. 1924) 
 
Take the A-Train (1939)                 Billy Strayhorn 
           (1915 – 1967) 
 
Dr. Welker’s Stomp                 J. Hutcheson Chapman 
 
 
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements  
for the degree Doctor of Musical Arts. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 
 
 
 
Aaron Copland (1900-1990) 
arr. Skip Gray (b. 1955) 
“Hoe-down” from Rodeo (1942) 
 
 
 Rodeo is a ballet consisting of five sections: “Buckaroo Holiday,” “Corral 
Nocturne,” “Ranch House Party,” “Saturday Night Waltz,” and “Hoe-Down.” The ballet 
was choreographed by Agnes de Mille for a dance company (Ballet Russe de Monte 
Carlo) that moved from Europe to the United States during WWII. De Mille was given 
creative control over this production and chose Copland to compose the music for this 
ballet because she was impressed with Billy the Kid, one of Copland’s previous ballets. 
The premiere was a massive success receiving 22 curtain calls. Due to its popularity, 
Copland arranged the music as a symphonic suite for orchestra. This work is Four Dance 
Episodes from Rodeo and removed “Ranch House Party” from the original ballet.  
 “Hoe-down” is the finale and most popular movement of the ballet. It is heavily 
influenced by folk tunes and features “Bonaparte’s Retreat” as the major theme. 
Additional folk tunes included in this movement are “Miss McLeod’s Reel” and the Irish 
tune “Gilderoy.” Between the constant use of syncopation, consonant harmonies, and 
different instruments passing around the melody, “Hoe-down” will grab the attention of 
the audience from the first note and keep them engaged until the abrupt fanfare 
conclusion. 
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Oskar Böhme (1870-1938) 
Sextet in E-flat Minor, Op. 3072 
 
 
 Born into a family of trumpeters, Oskar Böhme grew up in a small town near 
Dresden, Germany. He attended the Leipzig Conservatory of Music where he studied 
composition and trumpet performance. Successful in both areas, Böhme performed with 
the Budapest Opera Orchestra from 1894 – 1896, then moved to St. Petersburg where he 
played for twenty-four years in the Mariinsky Theatre. Follow his tenure at the Mariinsky 
Theatre, he taught at a music school for nine years on Vasilievsky Island. Though he 
returned to opera in 1934 with the Leningrad Drama Theatre, Böhme was exiled to 
Orenburg in 1935 under Stalin’s regime. Over the final three years of his life, Böhme 
taught at a music school in Orenburg without the right of correspondence. In October 
1938, he was shot and killed by Stalin’s henchmen. 
 As a composer, Böhme wrote a total of 46 works primarily for trumpet and/or 
brass instruments. His most popular works include a trumpet concerto, a collection of 
trumpet etudes, and the Sextet in E-flat Minor. Originally titled Trompetten-Sextett, the 
Sextet was orchestrated for three trumpets, two trombones, and tuba. From a program of 
“The President’s Own” United States Marine Band, this piece is described: 
The first movement is in sonata form and opens with a brief Adagio ma 
non tanto in chorale style. The Allegro molto uses much imitation and is 
generally built on short, motivic sequences that lead to an exciting finale. 
The second movement is a scherzo in E-flat major and makes use of off-
beat accents and syncopation. The trio is a pleasant dance from Böhme’s 
native Germany written over a flowing bass line. The Andante cantabile 
displays a more Russian sound, returning to a minor key and building in 
intensity toward a grand climax that quickly cools down to a calm, almost 
melancholy ending. The sprightly finale is a rondo in 6/8, full of playful 
                                                
72 Oskar Böhme, Sextet in E-flat Minor (New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1934). 
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melodies and skillful variations. After moving through several different 
tonalities the piece concludes with a flourish in E-flat major.73  
 
 
Brian Balmages (b. 1975) 
Exhaltation74 (2000) 
 
 
 Brian Balmages is an American composer who received a bachelor’s degree from 
James Madison University and a master’s degree from the University of Miami in 
Florida. Exaltation was premiered at the 1999 International Trombone Festival and was 
published the following year. This work was written for the Madison Brass, the faculty 
brass quintet at Balmages’s alma mater. Opening with a lively tempo and a “con brio” 
style, the two trumpets fight against each other rhythmically where one articulates every 
downbeat and the other articulates every upbeat. This compositional technique is 
incorporated in the low brass later between the horn/tuba and trombone. Numerous meter 
changes and technical demands for all instruments offer challenges to the individual 
performers and ensemble. Lasting approximately 3:30 in duration, this work provides an 
effective opening for concert settings.  
 
Morley Calvert (1928-1991) 
Three Dance Impressions75 (1979) 
 
 
 Born in Brantford, Ontario, Morley Calvert received two degrees McGill 
University. Upon his second graduation in 1956, Calvert founded the Monteregian Music 
                                                
73 “Chamber Music Series,” http://www.marineband.marines.mil/Portals/175/ 
Docs/Programs/102614.pdf (accessed November 1, 2015). 
74 Brian Balmages, Exaltation (Fort Lauderdale, FL: FJH Music Company, 2000). 
75 Morley Calvert, Three Dance Impressions (Toronto: Cee and Cee Music, 
1979). 
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Camp in 1958. This camp provided music training to high school students during the 
summer and lasted until 1970. Furthermore, Calvert founded and directed both the 
McGill University Concert Band and the Lakeshore Concert Band, and started the 
Westmount High School band program in Montreal.  
 In addition to his commitment to education, Calvert was well known as a 
composer and arranger. Many of his works incorporate folk melodies such as his popular 
Suite from the Monteregian Hills. Although Three Dance Impressions does not contain 
any specific folk tunes, the second movement contains musical elements reminiscent of 
that style. The style markings at the beginning of each movement read, “With Dignity,” 
“With Elegance,” and “With Humour.” The first movement opens with intensity in a 
marcato fashion, migrates to a smooth, legato middle section, and concludes similar to 
the opening. The second movement opens with the French horn playing an expressive, 
lyrical solo. This melody is passed around the quintet never surpassing a mezzo forte 
dynamic. One may interpret this movement closely to lullaby. The final movement lives 
up the name “with humour.” As the title of the work suggests a dance, the constant meter 
changes, grand pauses, and subito dynamic contrasts would suggest humor and confusion 
to anyone who tries to dance to this movement. 
 
Gus Kahn (1886-1941) 
Walter Donaldson (1893-1947) 
arr. Arthur Frackenpohl (b. 1924) 
Carolina in the Morning (2001) 
 
 
 Arthur Frackenpohl was born in New Jersey and obtained a bachelor’s and 
master’s degree from the Eastman School of Music. He later attended McGill University 
where he received his doctorate and pursued further studies in composition at 
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Tanglewood with Darius Milhaud and at Fontainebleau with Nadia Boulanger. In 1949, 
Frackenpohl joined the faculty at SUNY-Potsdam and worked there for over 30 years. 
Throughout his tenure, he received numerous grants and awards including the SUNY 
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching in 1982. As a composer, Frackenpohl 
published over 250 compositions and arrangements of instrumental and vocal works. 
 One of Frackenpohl’s arrangements is a suite of three works Carolina Trio and 
includes Carolina in the Morning, Charleston, and Dinah. Carolina in the Morning 
debuted on Broadway in the musical review The Passing Show in 1922. Notable artists 
who helped this song become a jazz standard include Bing Crosby, Judy Garland, Dinah 
Shore, Dean Martin, Dick Van Dyke, and Mary Tyler Moore. Today, this song is used in 
public celebrations in both North and South Carolina. The popular chorus of the song is: 
  Nothing could be finer than to be in Carolina in the morning 
  No-one could be sweeter than my sweetie when I meet her in the morning 
  Where the morning glories twine around the door 
  Whispering pretty stories I long to hear once more 
  Strolling with my girlie where the dew is pearly early in the morning 
  Butterflies all flutter up and kiss each little buttercup at dawning 
  If I had Aladdins’ lamp for only a day 
  I’d make a wish and here’s what I’d say 
  Nothing could be finer than to be in Carolina in the morning 
 
 
Billy Strayhorn (1915-1967) 
arr. Jack Gale  
Take the A-Train (1939) 
 
 
 The title of this work refers to the “A” subway service running through New York 
City. This service would run from Brooklyn into Harlem and Manhattan. When Duke 
Ellington hired Billy Strayhorn for his jazz orchestra, he gave Strayhorn a stipend for 
transportation from Pittsburgh to New York City. Ellington also gave Strayhorn 
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directions from the subway to his house which began with “Take the A Train.” 
Epitomizing the big band swing style, this jazz standard became the signature tune of the 
Duke Ellington Orchestra. The lyrics to this chart by Strayhorn read: 
  You must take the “A” Train 
  To go to Sugar Hill way up in Harlem 
  If you miss the “A” Train 
  You’ll find you’ve missed the quickest way to Harlem 
  Hurry, get on, now it’s coming 
  Listen to those rails a-thrumming 
  All aboard, get on the “A” Train 
  Soon you will be on Sugar Hill in Harlem 
 
 This brass quintet arrangement of Take the A-Train by Jack Gale maintains the 
integrity of the original big band orchestration. The tubist emulates the upright bass while 
the trumpets, horn, and trombone present the melodies, harmonies, and solos. 
Incorporating an upbeat tempo, varying instrumentation, and several abrupt dynamic 
changes, this work is certain to keep the audience engaged from beginning to end.  
 
J. Hutcheson Chapman 
Dr. Welker’s Stomp 
 
 
 Composed by Dr. Skip Gray under the pen name “J. Hutcheson Chapman,” the 
story by the composer reads as follows: 
 
Dr. Welker’s Stomp was written in celebration of one of the most colorful 
late-nineteenth century inhabitants of Fish Creek, Wisconsin and is 
dedicated to his valet and manservant, Mr. David Elliott. Fish Creek is to 
this day an idyllic village on the Sturgeon Bay side of Door County, a 
finger-peninsula projecting into Lake Michigan. Welker was trained as a 
medical doctor but his wildly entrepreneurial spirit and capacities 
delivered numerous highly successful enterprises that resulted in a very 
lucrative income. Dr. Welker’s closest friend, since early childhood, was 
David Elliott. The man was large, strong, intelligent, and artistically 
talented. Early on, Elliott was recognized as a talented pianist and singer 
of art songs. But, in the musical realm, his true preference and passion was 
always the French Horn. In his early years, Elliott earnestly pursued a 
career in music, first as a pianist, later as an operatic singer specializing in 
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the late-romantic helden Lieder. After finding no success in these pursuits, 
he turned to his true love, the French Horn. Elliott actually won an 
audition for Principal French Horn in a professional orchestra in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin at the age of 33. Regrettably, the orchestra went bankrupt 
immediately following the hire of Elliott and he found himself penniless. 
His dear childhood friend, Dr. Welker, heard of the horn player’s 
misfortune and immediately offered him a position with his household. At 
the time, Dr. Welker was just finishing the construction of his newest 
tourist attraction in Fish Creek. Steamships from Chicago and Milwaukee 
were making regularly scheduled arrivals at the new summer get-away and 
the good doctor connived a Casino. With the beguiling women, pecuniary 
possibilities, and abundant libations, Mr. Elliott quickly became a regular 
guest. Dr. Welker’s Stomp was performed by a small brass ensemble that 
worked the casino lobby and saloon. Whenever Dr. Welker was sighted, 
the group broke into a spirited performance of the piece and the good 
doctor would always tip the group enthusiastically. The composer, J. 
Hutcheson Chapman, was an amateur musician who often played the tuba. 
For many years he was employed by Dr. Welker as his resident gardener. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 
 
 
 
Allen Vizzutti (b. 1952) 
The Rising Sun (1989) 
 
 
 Having travelled to Japan over 40 times, trumpet virtuoso Allen Vizzutti 
composed The Rising Sun with three iconic images in mind: Mount Fuji, the temples of 
Kyoto, and the Shinkansen. Originally composed for band accompaniment, this version is 
a piano reduction arranged by the composer. The first movement is performed on piccolo 
trumpet and features five-note patterns and an altered F minor scale throughout this lively 
movement. The second movement allows the audience to relax while the flugelhorn plays 
with beautiful lyricism. The soloist changes to Bb trumpet while exploring the upper 
register, then concludes as the flugelhorn fades into the distance. The final movement, 
“The Bullet Train” features rapid double-tonguing, extreme ranges, and flexibility at an 
exciting “fast” tempo. The piece concludes as the train comes to a screeching halt with 
the soloist descending two octaves in one measure. 
 
Frederick A. Beck (b. 1946) 
Vocalise for Unaccompanied Flugelhorn76 (1977) 
 
 
 Frederick Beck is a freelance trumpet player who has experience performing in 
both the classical and jazz idioms. In addition to his performing background, he has 
taught instrumental music in public schools in Vermont and Maine, and was a collegiate 
trumpet instructor at the Eastman School of Music, SUNY at Genesco, Nazareth College, 
                                                
76 Frederick A. Beck, “Vocalise for Unaccompanied Flugelhorn,” International 
Trumpet Guild Journal 5, S (October 1980). 
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Mansfield State College, and the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. After 
leaving UNC Greensboro in 1993, Beck became a Presbyterian minister and continued to 
perform as a freelance trumpeter. Vocalise was composed by Beck in 1977 and was a 
supplement to the International Trumpet Guild Journal in October 1980. A welcomed 
addition to the limited unaccompanied flugelhorn repertoire, this piece displays elements 
of classical and jazz styles. 
 
Vassily Brandt (1869 – 1923) 
Concertpiece No. 177 (1963) 
 
 
 As a Russian trumpeter, teacher, and composer, Vassily Brandt is considered the 
founder of the Russian trumpet school. He became the trumpet professor at the Moscow 
Conservatory in 1900 and joined the faculty of the Saratov Conservatory in 1912. His 
Concertpiece No. 1 presents many challenges to the performer. Beginning with two 
octave leaps (and larger), this work includes an opening quasi cadenza, a combination of 
lyricism and technicality, and ends with a “presto” requiring the performer to triple-
tongue. Due to these challenges, it is no wonder Concertpiece No. 1 (and Concertpiece 
No. 2) are often performed in trumpet competitions around the world.  
 
Anthony Plog (b. 1947) 
Postcards78 (1994) 
 
 
 Anthony Plog is well known equally as a performer and composer. Beginning his 
career as an orchestral musician, Plog was playing as an extra trumpet with the LA 
                                                
77 Vassily Brandt, Concertpiece No. 1 (New York: International Music Company, 
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78 Anthony Plog, Postcards (Switzerland: Editions Bim, 1994). 
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Philharmonic at the age of 19. In addition to the LA Phil, Plog has performed with the 
San Antonio Symphony and Utah Symphony. He later pursued a solo career and founded 
the Fine Arts Brass Quintet and the Summit Brass. In 2001, Plog retired as a performer in 
order to pursue a full-time composition career. Postcards was composed while Plog was 
still performing in 1994.  
This advanced work for unaccompanied trumpet is split into three movements: 
“Moderato,” “Adagio,” and “Moderato.” The first movement is metronomic in style 
where the eighth note pulse is prevalent, but the notation does not include a time 
signature. The second movement is substantially slower and contains some rhythmic 
freedom. Chromaticism and grace note leaps of a major 7th interval are recurring ideas 
during this movement. Lastly, the third movement is stylistically similar to the first, but is 
even more technically demanding. 
 
Meg Bowles (b. 1957) 
Twilight Embrace79 (1999) 
 
 
 Meg Bowles earned her degrees in music performance at Northwestern University 
and Boston University. After she graduated from Boston in 1979, she chose a career in 
investment banking. In 1992, she left the banking field and devoted more time to pursue 
studies in shamanism, Jungian psychology, and psychoanalysis, and to create and 
produce electronic space music. During the following years, she developed a musical 
association with David Bilger, which resulted in several commissioned works for trumpet 
and synthesizer. One of these works was Twilight Embrace. Opening with the sounds of 
                                                
79 Meg Bowles, Twilight Embrace (New Fairfield, CT: Kumatone Records, 1999). 
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the synthesizer, the muted trumpet enters by continuing the electronic harp’s ascending 
line. The combination of the different timbres brought out between the straight mute, 
registers, and open sounds of the trumpet blend with the synthesizer to create imagery in 
the minds of the audience. To help with this imagery, this piece will be performed in the 
darkness. 
 
Jacob TV (b. 1951) 
Close Fight80 (2015) 
 
 
 Jacob ter Veldhuis (Jacob TV) is known as an “avant pop” composer who studied 
composition and electronic music at the Groningen Conservatoire. His “boombox 
repertoire” consists of works for live instruments, sound tracks based on speech melody, 
and video. According to the description on his website, “Close Fight for trumpet, 
trombone (ad lib), soundtrack, and video was written in 2014 for Stephen Burns with 
financial support from the FPK. Based on interviews with 2 boxers after a match that 
took place June 22, 2013 at the Barclays Center in Brooklyn, New York. WBA welter 
weight champion Paulie Malgnaggi, hailing from Brooklyn, New York, defended his title 
against Adrian ‘The Problem’ Broner, from Cincinnati, Ohio.” The lyrics read: 
Reporter: And the new WBA welter weight champion of the world: Adrian “The 
 Problem Broner! Adrian, congratulations, how would you assess this 
 fight? Were you feeling out in those first few rounds or what was your 
 strategy? 
Adrian: Uh, it’s a tremendous accomplishment. I mean: who’s doing it like me in 
 the game? 
Reporter: You kept saying the entire fight: “You can’t hit me!” 
Adrian: I’m gonna be honest, hold on: 22 knock outs, I’m good! I beat Paulie, I  
  left with his belt and his girl! I’m gonna be honest, hey Pops: Brush my  
  hair! I worried about nothing. He couldn’t hit me, he was shadow boxing!  
  Great Winner for his nice eighteen carat grill in my mouth. 
                                                
80 Jacob ter Veldhuis, Close Fight (Holland: Boombox, 2015). 
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Reporter: Adrian, congratulations on winning the title! Paulie, are you ready to  
  talk about the fight? 
Paulie: He was sharp, in his shots, in his shots he was sharp. This is a close fight,  
  it was really that kinda fight you know. It is very simple, I mean 1-17 1-11 
  that was a joke man! 
Trainer: Disgraceful! 
Paulie: He was sharp, in his shots but he was just wasn’t busy! 
Reporter: Paulie, are you ready to talk about the fight? Paulie? 
Paulie: I thought it was an entertaining fight. I thought there were a lot of  
 momentum changes and uh, but uh, I think the fans got their money’s 
 worth tonight, but boxing’s always full of shit man, it’s always politics. It 
 was a close fight. I don’t even mind if you have him winning close or me 
 winning close. It was really that kinda fight you know, and what not. 
Reporter: Did you execute your strategy as you wanted to tonight? 
Paulie: In spots, you know like I wanna fight you know I’ll be honest with  them  
  too. He didn’t land a lot of the shots he was throwing, they looked pretty  
  but in his spots he was short. This is a close fight. 
Reporter: Are you saying this fight was fixed? Is that a path you really wanna go  
  down? 
Paulie: I’n [sic] not saying it was fixed. It’s always the politically more   
  connected fighter who gets the close decisions and this is no different.  
  That’s what I’m sayin’. 
Reporter: Isn’t this part of the game? 
Paulie: It’s part of the game, but is it right Jim? But does it mean it  shouldn’t get  
  fixed? 
Reporter: Isn’t this part of the game? But does it mean everybody should sit back  
  and not fix it? Isn’t this part of the game? 
Paulie: It’s definitely part of the game, but somebody should stand up and  do  
  something about it. I feel like the only one that ever talked and opened his  
  mouth. 
Reporter: Isn’t this part of the game? 
Paulie: Listen man, I made some really good money tonight, I don’t have to fight  
  again. It’s BS man, you know that? It was a close fight! 
Reporter: Aren’t you, at this point right now, biting the hand that feeds you? 
Paulie: I’m not an immature kid. It’s BS man, you know that? He was sharp in his 
  shots… And the fans could never go home happy you know? And you get  
  a great show and it always gets spoilt by some BS like this man. It’s BS 
  man, you know that? Don’t brag about taking my side piece! That’s my  
  side piece, you don’t get laid! In spots, you know like: in spots! 
Adrian: Hold on, now hold on! I’m just saying you lost! 
Paulie: I know, I know I lost. 
Adrian: Put up the ho! 
Paulie: No! It’s BS man, you know that! 
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